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We live in an age of abusive constitutionalism. Democracies in recent

years have seen myriad and repeated attacks on their core

institutions and commitments. Yet the trajectory of democratic

change is not unidirectional. In some countries, there are signs that previously

authoritarian systems may be inching further toward democracy or competitive

authoritarian rule. And in others, there are new signs of democratic resistance

and renewal.

This raises an important question: How do countries seeking to reverse a

process of abusive constitutional change go about restoring constitutional

democracy?

In this short piece, we explore this question by considering the range of

mechanisms by which constitutional democracy is both degraded and rebuilt.

In so doing, we contrast two forms of constitutional change. First, we review

“abusive” forms of change, through which the tools of formal and informal

constitutional change such as amendment, replacement, judicial interpretation,

legislation, and changes in practice are used to erode the democratic order.

Would-be autocrats often borrow from concepts, designs, and doctrines drawn
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from liberal democracies as justification or inspiration for authoritarian moves—a

phenomenon we call “abusive constitutional borrowing.”

The second form of change we outline here is one we call “restorative constitu-

tionalism,” which we define as an attempt to carry out constitutional change to

return to some prior constitutional status quo, or, in other words, to return to

a constitutional path. Restorative constitutional projects are multifaceted, since

there are many kinds of constitutional pasts, but one of their uses can be to repair

damage after democratic or constitutional erosion has occurred. Ironically, as we

show below, the same kinds of mechanisms now commonly used to degrade

democracy—formal amendment, legislation, and more informal changes—are

also necessary to heal democracies by undoing or limiting past damage. The

attractiveness and effectiveness of different mechanisms will depend on the

relative power of different political actors and past and prevailing norms and

practices.

The remainder of the piece is divided into three sections. The first section sets

out the pathways and discourses of abusive constitutional change, while the

second does so for restorative constitutional change. The final section offers a

brief conclusion.

Abusive Constitutionalism

Understanding how democratic orders are best healed or restored requires first

understanding the tools through which they are usually attacked. Several scholars

have noted a marked empirical change in the methods of democratic degradation.

Whereas democratic orders historically were more likely to implode via a rapid

anti-constitutional event such as a military coup, they are now more likely to

erode gradually through legalistic means such as constitutional amendment,

replacement, legislation, and judicial interpretation. Various changes at both the

international and domestic levels have incentivized these shifts across many

regions of the world. Here, we highlight the variety of legal means that can be

used for abusive ends to attack a democratic order.

Abusive constitutionalism is the use of democratic constitutional tools and pro-

cedures to degrade democracy from within—or specifically, to undermine the

“minimum core” of democracy, commitments to free and fair multiparty elec-

tions, political rights and freedoms, and basic institutional checks and balances.

As one of us (Landau) noted in , formal procedures for constitutional
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amendment are a frequent conduit for abuse. Formal procedures for constitutional

change can serve multiple purposes, but one of their core functions is to allow

democratic majorities to update the terms of a democratic constitution in line

with changing needs and circumstances. They also permit democratic majorities

to reassert their preferred understanding of constitutional norms in the face of

disagreement from courts. More fundamentally, they provide an opportunity

for the regular renewal of democratic consent to a constitutional order. In each

case, constitutional amendment procedures play important democratic purposes.

Yet formal amendment has been used with increasing frequency as a tool to

amend and repeal core democratic guarantees. Landau in  called this a pro-

cess of abusive constitutional change. Below, we refer to examples from Latin

America, where constitutional amendments were used to stretch or eliminate pres-

idential term limits in contexts where there were significant concerns that incum-

bents were seeking to undermine the liberal democratic order. In recent years,

such formal expansions of term limits have occurred in several countries through-

out the region, including Ecuador, Colombia, Venezuela, and Nicaragua. Consider

also Hungary, where the Fidesz Party, after winning the requisite two-thirds of

Parliament in , embarked on an ambitious antidemocratic project of consti-

tutional change, first undermining the jurisdiction of the constitutional court by

amendment, and then replacing the entire constitution to consolidate power

and further undermine checks imposed by the court and other bodies.

In joint work, we have noted how the same dynamic can apply to a broader

range of democratic constitutional tools and procedures. Would-be authoritarians

can use processes of legislative change, including the drafting or amendment of

quasi-constitutional or cardinal statutes, to erode previous constitutional checks

and balances. Antidemocratic actors can also choose to repeal or reinterpret

previous executive policies that played a critical role in reinforcing norms in

democratic constitutional governance. They can distort or ignore long-standing

constitutional conventions that sustain democracy. In Poland, for instance, the

ruling party has relied heavily on the enactment of new laws and the undermining

of informal norms to remake the judiciary, since they have not had the requisite

supermajority needed to formally amend the constitution.

Finally, would-be authoritarians can put pressure on courts and their indepen-

dence in ways that ultimately mean that courts themselves become tools for the

erosion of democracy. This last phenomenon is one that we label “abusive judicial

review.” Consider Cambodia, for example, an extreme case where the ruling
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party turned to the Supreme Court to ban the only significant opposition party,

with the court obliging in a  decision. Or Latin American countries such

as Bolivia, Honduras, Nicaragua, and (most recently) El Salvador, where high

courts have used judicial review to erase presidential term limits at the behest

of incumbents and their allies.

All of these tools and techniques have the capacity to undermine constitutional

democracy and would-be authoritarians are likely to rely on them in combination,

depending on the circumstances. The greater the majority enjoyed by a would-be

authoritarian in the legislature, the more likely he or she is to rely on legislative or

formal constitutional amendments as preferred tools. The weaker the potential

authoritarian is legislatively, the more likely he or she is to rely on executive policy

changes, distortions, or breaches of constitutional conventions. Changes to the

composition of the judiciary are perhaps most likely in systems where incumbents

have sole or outsized control over the process of judicial appointment and are thus

able to capture the judiciary most easily.

Constitutional Change and Restoration

A restorative project of constitutional change is a project that attempts to return

to a prior constitutional status quo, or, in other words, that seeks to reestablish

some constitutional past. The discourse of constitutional restoration is extremely

complex, in large part because there are many different kinds of constitutional

pasts—for example, more concrete vs. more imagined, and more or less distant

in time. That is to say, all pasts must be interpreted and involve a degree of

constructional overlay. But some versions of the past are more grounded in his-

torical fact than others. And some draw on long-standing practices and traditions,

and others on more recent changes in social and legal practices.

In some contexts, a restorative discourse may actually support a project of abu-

sive constitutional change. Consider, for example, the Fidesz Party’s use of a

(largely imagined) constitutional past in Hungary, outlined in the preamble of

the National Avowal to its  constitution and elsewhere. This preamble was

used as justification for changes that both are illiberal and reduce checks on the

ruling party, which makes it harder to dislodge from power.

However, the same tools used to carry out abusive forms of constitutional

change can be used to reverse those changes in other contexts. That is, restoration

can also serve as an antidote to prior episodes of abusive constitutionalism. Here,
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we emphasize cases where a restorative discourse seeks to return to a constitu-

tional status quo before a constitutional order was abused for authoritarian

ends. Especially where abusive constitutional changes are seen as aberrational

and short term, such a restorative project may be especially primed for success.

For example, just as formal constitutional amendment is one important way in

which abusive constitutional projects are carried out, it is also an important path-

way through which abusive change can be reversed. At least in certain conditions,

where formal amendment is difficult to achieve, it can also provide a relatively

enduring or stable mechanism for restoring prior democratic constitutional

arrangements.

Consider the  amendments to the Constitution of India, passed by the

Janata Party, that reversed many of the abusive constitutional changes introduced

by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi during India’s period of “emergency” from 

to . These amendments restored the role of courts and other independent

institutions and thereby helped reverse many of Gandhi’s centralizing antidemo-

cratic moves.

A more recent example in South Asia is the Nineteenth Amendment in Sri

Lanka, passed in , which restored presidential term limits and other constitu-

tional democratic checks and balances. These changes reflected a broader move

away from autocratic forms of politics toward democratic political change, but

also advanced this restorative project at an institutional level—including by

reweighting the power of Parliament and the executive branch, and shoring up

the independence of institutions appointed by the president. However, the

Nineteenth Amendment ultimately proved less enduring, and the Twentieth

Amendment reversed most of its reforms.

Fights over presidential term limits have frequently involved such an oscillation

between abuse and restoration. Consider two key contexts in the Andes region of

Latin America. In Colombia, former president Álvaro Uribe, a populist who put

pressure on Colombia’s liberal democratic constitution, amended the

Colombian constitution in  to allow immediate presidential reelection.

However, an effort for a further amendment to allow a third consecutive term

was blocked by the Constitutional Court of Colombia amid significant concerns

regarding the erosion of democracy. Uribe’s successor and ally-turned-rival,

Juan Manuel Santos, led the effort to amend the constitution in order to reimpose

a one-term limit. A similar situation occurred in Ecuador, where Rafael Correa

removed all presidential term limits by amendment in . Again, his
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handpicked successor, Lenín Moreno, held a  referendum that resulted in the

restoration of a two-term limit on presidents. Moreno stated that he would restore

what he considered the true nature of the  constitution by reimposing its

original presidential term limit.

A second important tool of restoration involves legislative change. Where

organic or quasi-constitutional legislation—or legislation that is deemed funda-

mental to the functioning of government—has been amended or repealed, all

that the legislature needs to do to restore the status quo ante is to reenact those

prior provisions or amend existing legislation to make it more democratic in

nature. One difficulty with this strategy is that, in some cases, what helped

make legislation quasi-constitutional in nature was its subject matter and long-

standing status. Legislative reenactment will be sufficient to restore its ordinary

legislative status, but not necessarily its quasi-constitutional or organic status—

unless and until it remains on the books for an additional period of time and

gains a greater degree of political and popular acceptance.

The length of time for which it must remain in force will vary by context and

the degree to which de facto entrenchment vs. other factors are considered pivotal

to the small c constitutional status of a norm. It may likewise depend on how long

the revoked provisions were in force for, relative to the period for which they were

amended or suspended. But there is inevitably some contingency to the attempt to

restore small c constitutional norms via this path: Its success will depend on events

that occur after the relevant changes are enacted. It will be difficult to ensure, in

other words, that reinstated legislation will actually develop the kinds of constit-

uencies and popular support needed to make the norm a durable part of the con-

stitutional order.

A third approach involves the use of executive orders or other forms of execu-

tive lawmaking to reaffirm and restore liberal democratic norms and practices.

Some of these efforts are more likely to succeed than others. Rules and regulations

can generally be changed in either an anti- or pro-democratic direction. But softer

norms and conventions may be much harder to restore than to degrade. For

instance, constitutional conventions, by definition, depend on a long-standing

(or perhaps even uninterrupted) period of settled practice where they are viewed

by participants as required rather than optional or useful only if in accord with

self-interest. Once undermined, practices of this kind can be difficult to recreate.

Conventions and other informal norms may therefore be the most difficult

(and time-consuming) aspects of a constitutional order to rebuild.
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Take norms of prosecutorial independence. These norms involve an institu-

tional dimension, but also a legal-cultural commitment to prosecuting individuals

based on the strength of the case against them rather than a desire to avoid charg-

ing those with connections to powerful political or economic interests, or to target

political opponents. Further, legal-cultural norms are generally transmitted person

to person through junior lawyers working with senior prosecutors committed to

the norm. Yet if a dominant party, or would-be authoritarian, undermines the

independence of a prosecutorial body, existing staff will often leave and be

replaced by party or government loyalists. And those loyalists will then operate

in an environment where there is little commitment to independence. When a

new government is elected or comes to power, and wishes to affirm norms of inde-

pendence, the challenge will therefore be to recruit and (re)train lawyers to under-

stand this commitment—often in the absence of the kind of leadership structure

that can make this easy to achieve.

The relative attractiveness of these different mechanisms will vary according to

the context. One key factor is the relevant distribution of political power. The

stronger the new prodemocratic majority, the more feasible it will be to attempt

to rebuild constitutional democratic norms via processes of formal constitutional

amendment, whereas the weaker that majority, the more need there will be to rely

on ordinary legislation, executive rulemaking, or processes of judicial review.

Furthermore, the relative attractiveness of these various “informal” mechanisms

of change may depend on the prevailing system of judicial appointment, and

the lag time between changes in the composition of the political and elected

branches of government. The closer the alignment between the two, the greater

the danger of abusive judicial review, but also the easier it will be for prodemo-

cratic forces to use courts as a forum for democratic rebuilding.

Paradoxically, then, some of the same factors that make a constitutional order

open for abuse may also be the ones that open the pathway for democratic restora-

tion. This point has potential implications for design—a constitution that is in some

respects more robust against democratic erosion may also, and unfortunately, slow

or derail some efforts to restore democracy once authoritarians have left the scene.

This insight may also have implications for the way domestic and international

audiences respond to potentially problematic constitutional changes. The impact

of these changes must be assessed by examining their effects on constitutional

democracy in a particular context, rather than merely assigning a label to a partic-

ular maneuver and viewing it as out of bounds in all circumstances.
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Court-packing, for example, is one such maneuver that is commonly viewed as

part of an abusive constitutionalism strategy—and so it has been in recent con-

texts like Venezuela and Poland, where authoritarian actors have used such a strat-

egy to construct courts that would rubber-stamp their antidemocratic initiatives.

But in some cases, court-packing may also be a necessary response to a judiciary

that has been stacked by a prior authoritarian regime. The line between these two

uses can, admittedly, become murky. In Ecuador, for instance, Lenín Moreno’s

successful  referendum reinstating term limits also created a temporary ver-

sion of a constitutional body, the Council for Citizen Participation, with sweeping

powers to investigate and remove judges. This body then removed all nine justices

of the constitutional court, reasoning that they had all been appointed with a clear

agenda to favor Correa’s partisan interests. Correa’s supporters understandably

cried foul and even labeled the move a “coup,” but the council was correct in

noting that the justices had been appointed to support Correa’s authoritarian

political agenda.

Conclusion

In this brief essay, we have defined and identified two forms of constitutional

change—the abusive form of change through which constitutional democracies

around the world have been eroded in a range of cases and the restorative form

through which they might be rebuilt.

Ironically, as we have shown, the same mechanisms used to attack democracy

are also important for rebuilding it. We hope, in future work, to examine the

restorative mode of constitutional change as a response to authoritarian abuse

of constitutional orders, and to highlight its promise and limitations.
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